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Q3 What are your priorities for school design values? You may view all as
important, but with different priorities. Please tell us how important each

of these values is to you.
Answered: 160 Skipped: 2

Designed for
21st century education

Seismic safety
and security
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# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

1 Undercover play area for rainy days seems so important

2 Same feel as Edison the last 4years I have been here. I think it’s very important to not make it feel as if we are going to 
school in a different country.

3 Designed for inclusive teaching practices and active, student centered learning. Those mean specific things in education-and 
learning space design. If you don’t know exactly what that means, bring in specialists.

4 Energy efficient

5 Safe and inviting walking and biking routes to school with enforced school zones

6 Vegan options in the cafeteria!?

7 Preserve historic elements, which fits this historic neighborhood

8 retain part of front facade/fit in with historic neighborhood

9 Would love of the kids are involved through a permanent art instalation

10 What do the teachers need to do their job well? Students and teachers should be our priorities. What will create a safe 
school and allow us to maximize the space for the best education possible!

11 Classic proportions, large north-facing windows, solar controls on south-facing windows, small classrooms, community space 
for school, safe/secure entry, keep the beautiful mature trees along 22nd.

12 Flexible and simple spaces - designed for 100 rather than 50 years

13 Accessibility, environmental impact

14 Built with climate change in mind both in materials and educational possibilities moving forward

15 Energy upgrades and demonstration of green design (e.g. PV array, water catchment for irrigation) are worth the upfront cost

16 space for collaborative learning & flexible classrooms

17 community spaces - Harrison Elem in Cottage Grove

18 Covered play space

19 Green building design

20 A school built for children, for project-based learning, arts-integration, demonstration of student arts, learning and interests. A 
trauma-sensitive environment that has designated classroom spaces for mindfulness meditation practices, restorative justice 
circles, and portable furnishings so spaces can change according to classroom activities, learning centers and needs. A 
school great room for meetings, gatherings, theatrical and musical performance, sciences demonstrations and integrated 
learnings, community gatherings with food serving. A school providing informed inclusivity.

Designed for 21st century
education

Seismic safety and security

Reflects historic character

Preserves some historic
elements

Neighborhood fit and feel

Outdoor green space

Cost efficiency
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21 Vertically integrated to leave the greatest possible school yard area.

22 Green features: efficient water and heating/cooling

23 Please keep old growth trees and provide outdoor canopies as shelter from the hot sun!
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Q4 What is your opinion of a Partial Preservation approach?
Answered: 149 Skipped: 13
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Q5 Comments on a Partial Preservation approach
Answered: 52 Skipped: 110

# RESPONSES

1 Retaining at least some portion of the present facade would be nice, but even just the front approach, 
doorway or front facade section could lend this historical aspect...

2 Please don't spend money on this—put every available dollar into making this the best school building possible for 
our children and their children and grandchildren. I love the sweet look of the old building, but it was not designed 
for the 21st century, and it's not safe for our kids. It's time to move on.

3 Cobbling together old and new, while raising costs and limiting the design, is not a good solution.

4 I love the idea of keeping some historic elements of Eugene's longest-serving elementary school. Also seems like 
a totally modern building would be a bit out of place with the neighborhood, and feedback on the totally new-build 
RMS has not been entirely positive ("feels like a hospital", "no character", etc.)

5 I fear that partial preservation will be very expensive and don’t know if that is how 4j should be spending funds. 
I would prefer that the money be spent on a safe and a historically complementary building.

6 A better approach may be to reuse elements in a new way or design the new building in a way that pays tribute to 
the old design

7 The continual tear-down of Eugene's historic structures leaves our town with minimal traces of our history and 
character. Edison is a lovely old building in a historic neighborhood. Preserving some of the history and character is 
worth the effort.

8 Perhaps you could preserve one or two sections in order to allow for more classroom expansion.

9 Seems like it's too expensive. Could we salvage some of the original bricks, or the tiling at the entrance, and 
reuse them in some way, without having to save the entire facade?

10 It’s a lovely idea but I understand if it’s. It very feasible. There are probably other ways to accomplish 
part of that goal. Making it feel like it’s still the unique Edison even if it’s new.

11 The name of the school is preservation enough

12 The concept that historic preservation must be at the expense of a modern education facility is a red herring. 90 
years from now, historic will still be historic; however, every educational amenity we currently call “modern” will be 
obsolete in 90 years.

13 the examples pictured aren't great. I think we an do better on Edison model...keeping the front and working around 
it in a classic way

14 This will likely be very expensive and isn't worth the added cost - would take away from other important 
features

15 Whereas I love the idea of preserving some of the original facade, I would think it would need to be reinforced for 
seismic activity. Also it's higher cost would take away from the purpose for the school- educating. If a new 
building is more cost effective, maybe it could be built to reflect the original facade.

16 Keep costs focused on functionality and safety for the students

17 I would like our tax dollars to go toward building the best school possible. Although generally I like to preserve 
historic features, here, I believe the money would be better spent building the best school. We can't have 
everything, and between spending money on education versus spending money on preserving history, I vote for 
spending money on education and the best school design possible for the site.
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18 My #1 priority for the rebuild is to ensure excellent learning spaces for all students that take our students well 
into the future, not preserving a building. I want a school in our neighborhood and know that we already have 
space limitations, why limit our students even further with design restrictions?

19 Priorities need to be with students and teachers. What will create an environment where both can thrive!

20 I like this but would strongly consider a new build to save resources

21 examples not particularly attractive

22 Should be issued as a challenge to design team. One schematic option should SINCERELY address this 
direction, with full new building studies in another option. It may be a great idea, or could be terrible. A great 
school is the goal.

23 Doesn't seem worth the expense and effort if it limits flexibility and appropriate design response for current needs. 
But preserving a piece of the original school as a "relic" or object seems really appealing - the entrance especially - 
please do that!

24 It is ok. Looks a little out of place.

25 It's extremely important we don't lose the façade or original character of the building, such as the classic brick, 
cupolas, oak doors, beautiful light fixtures, amazing windows

26 While I see the allure of preserving some of the original building, I think it unnecessarily hamstrings the design 
of the overall new building and hampers our ability to address issues with the old building and design a building 
that prioritizes modern needs.

27 I love the building. But in 1926 it was not built to preserve 1836. The school is named after Thomas Edison. He 
would have advocated for modern and progressive. Preserving the values is more important than preserving the 
actual bricks.

28 Our space is very limited with the smallest footprint of all the schools in 4J. I think a piece of history is important 
and also to understand what the purpose of the new build is in the first place. Our classrooms can not hold 30 or 
more students, the increased materials of our curriculum, nor allow for flexible grouping, collaboration, & seating 
needed for diverse learners & the different ways of instruction. All of these need to be taken into consideration & if 
maintaining a historical piece impacts this, then we need to consider the whole building & the needs.

29 Limiting

30 I know it adds money and will be difficult to achieve an efficient school layout keeping any existing walls, but the 
historic character is hard to duplicate with new construction.

31 The entry arch is iconic, and I would love for that to be salvaged and reused onsite. It does not necessarily need to 
be incorporated into the actual new facade. Could be located at the interior, or even elsewhere on site. But, it 
should be saved.

32 I like the thoughtfulness of it

33 This is the safe option because there is no assurance new design will be able to satisfy the neighborhood. 
New depends on the design capability of the architect. Are really able to pull off new?

34 Why partially preserve the front when it will cost MORE than a new build??

35 We live in the 21st-century, let the design show a new direction

36 Seems like a it might be a distraction from building a really good new school for the future.

37 1a

38 I don’t think it is worth the expense. I would rather see funds saved for other elements

39 I'm all for moving forward with respect to the past, but not paying homage to the building. Eugene folks, in 
general, have a hard time moving forward and taking bold steps towards the future. However, I say go for it!

40 Would hate to trade functionality etc..for the partial preservation costs

41 I don't know the extra costs, but it's nice that it makes a nod to the past. The UO EMU did an excellent job 
of maintaining part of an old structure and adding on new modern space.
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42 Use the funds to make it function well and be safe and functional for larger class sizes

43 I wish the school could stand as is and be preserved. It’s 90 years old and a part of our history. It’s a shame to tear it 
down.

44 It’s great in theory, but I’d rather save the money with a new build and add more teachers or specials for the 
kids.

45 Is it possible to take apart the front entrance and then rebuild it at the front entrance of the new building?

46 It's not worth the extra money spent, money that could be spent on making the new school appropriate for 
modern education.

47 It is nice to give a nod to Eugene ‘s history. The school is closely connected both physically and emotionally with 
the residential neighborhood, so extra care is warranted.

48 Partial preservation is only second to total preservation.

49 let every present day family take a brick home; take lots of photos. I don't want preservation at the expensive of a 
functional working efficient school.

50 Keeping the character of the school will make it fit in with the neighborhood better. It is a neighborhood school. 
Preserving some of the historic elements will be great for the neighborhood as well as unique for the school.

51 This would limit the ways we can use flexible space

52 We need to use every penny to make sure the teachers and staff get what they need in a new safe modern building 
for the future
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Q6 What is your opinion of an Interpretive Preservation approach?
Answered: 144 Skipped: 18
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Q7 Comments on an Interpretive Preservation approach
Answered: 40 Skipped: 122

# RESPONSES

1 Now I see: this is what I had thought of in regard to my notes in the previous post/question.

2 This is better than trying to keep part of the original building in place. Save bricks and do something nice with 
them, but please don't spend a lot of money on this that should be spent instead on making a high-quality 
school building for our kids.

3 OK but not important if it increases costs and takes away from resources to build a top-quality new school

4 Historic elements only work if integrated. Straub Hall looks great, but the museum vault door doesn't seem as 
nice.

5 The doors, the archway, the cupolas, the tall windows, the brick and the light fixtures are all elements that 
should be preserved

6 Seems to satisfy the want/need for keeping history alive, but allows for much more flexibility in building, and 
actually allows the designers to be more creative.

7 don't like this idea

8 not as important in terms of fitting in with the neighborhood as is the front facade

9 Seems as cumbersome and expensive as retaining whole facade, with no benefit

10 I like the idea of incorporating some of the old with the new.

11 I much prefer this approach to the first, incorporation, approach because it includes some historical aspects but is less 
costly. Still, if it's a choice between preserving history and creating the best school possible for the site, I would 
abandon the history. I note that my family and I live across the street from the school. So we will be directly affected 
by the look of the school. Still, I would abandon the history for the best educational facility on the site.

12 I am in favor of this option as long as we are not sacrificing options that support student learning in the process due to 
added costs of partial preservation.

13 I would rather save and reuse on site than relocating

14 Priorities need to be with students and teachers. What will create an environment where both can thrive!

15 I like the flexibility here

16 Again, depends on team and elements. Saving the entry seems questionable. Could easily wag the dog and 
generate bad outcomes—far too influential to overall organization and building character, and might make no sense 
with new design. But reusing bricks would be lovely and functional; could be used for streetscape or courtyard 
space. Water fountains could be charming; carrying forward window format/proportion would be most influential.

17 Yay!

18 Great!

19 If there is an especially unique or beloved element that can be relocated in a way that make sense, it seems 
harmless (if not too expensive).

20 I really like this idea & feel it could also be a focus of the school in its last year with student participation & projects 
with the community. For example, a place where voices of Edison is displayed & students conduct interviews & 
somehow these "voices" are integrated within the architecture of the new school. Our marine science based 
curriculum integrated throughout with the focus on environmental sustainability & justice that speak to our community 
values with pieces of the old building weaved throughout.

21 Allows the flexibility to build new but adds the historical detail that folks appreciate.
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22 This is a good alternative to showcase some of the unique and special historic elements of the 1926 Edison 
building.

23 Arched entry relocated inside building would be great.

24 Not a fan of this one

25 Great. Preserve design flexibility. Connect to history.

26 This is an elementary school, correct? Why do we feel the need to remove and reinstall when there are far 
greater things to spend your money on?

27 Allow the design to explore locations on the site and proper siting for efficient use of resources

28 I particularly like the idea of preserving the arched entry, maybe using inside the new school as an interpretive piece, 
or an interior gateway to some other part of the school, like the commons, or the  play area.

29 I would like to see funds used for other elements.

30 Keep it minimal. It's a very nice gesture.

31 Really just the bell tower would be important to somehow incorporate even if not part of the building

32 Love this idea!

33 Whatever it takes to make the school function Effectively for learning and safely

34 Reuse and recycle can be helpful, as with bricks, etc.

35 I like the idea of reusing/recycling, but would not want that to be cost-prohibitive.

36 having a fully modern interior doesn’t make sense to me in this historical neighborhood

37 This is a waste of resources

38 If it is "green" and saves money and resources and it's at the expense of an efficient, functioning, top-notch school

39 This could work but my feeling is that it would not fit well with the neighborhood.

40 We need to focus our money on education for the future, not decorating from the past
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Q8 What is your opinion of a Traditional Style approach?
Answered: 141 Skipped: 21
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Q9 Comments on a Traditional Style approach
Answered: 44 Skipped: 118

# RESPONSES

1 Is a bit more human friendly in its appearance...

2 Dull, drab, old-fashioned, and not a good match for our neighborhood.

3 OK, but this is a fuddy-duddy approach, and doesn't seem like a great fit with the neighborhood.

4 I feel that this is very important!!!

5 If you're going to change everything, why bother with the old look?

6 The traditional style approach usually misses the mark in big ways, eg cost-cutting attempts to echo tradition 
without the necessary quality to pull it off. This is especially apparent in windows with simulated divided lights and 
'brick' panels rather than true brick construction.

7 A very good option.

8 Seems like the most feasible. I think a lot could be done in design to make it remind us of the old Edison which 
matches the neighborhood well rather than sticking out as a sore thumb as a modern building. Look how ugly the old 
soon to be replaced camas ridge is. I’m sure people didn’t think it was ugly when it was built, presumably they 
thought it was modern. The new RMS looks way too modern of something of that style was to be plopped down 
where Edison is now. It should fit the character of the neighborhood.

9 Main Street in Disneyland. Fake. Facade. Where’s the kettle corn stand?

10 these would fit in with the neighborhood more than a modern building like RMS (which is beautiful - but also 'on its 
own in the field)

11 neighborhood "fit" will be important

12 Cost effective is good. The building should, however, blend with the neighborhood architecture and feel.

13 I'm just not a fan of faux historic / traditional. Why try to be something you're not. I would go with a Northwest look, 
the next option.

14 This seems to be my favorite option given the flexibility of cost and design to support student learning.

15 Just trying to retain the “style” without actually retaining original artifact and trying to incorporate current 
educational needs seems like a waste.

16 This appears to be in line with keeping the priorities where they need to be...with students and teachers. What 
will create an environment where both can thrive!

17 This would suit neighborhood

18 Worried this will generate a forgettable, anonymous building of precast concrete and brick veneer. Worse would be 
“traditional style” with “contemporary” proportions. Strength of architectural character and scheme should be the goal; 
tripartite facade may not be relevant. Detailing to reflect or convey depth of construction materials seems important to 
giving this building weight. Edison should NOT look like a community college or something from suburbia. It should be 
the strong center of a walkable, historic, evolving neighborhood. Designing the site to more clearly engage the 
neighborhood and community would do more for that than a faux “traditional” style.

19 I'm luke warm at best on a strictly traditional design. Good design and site and neighborhood fit do not require this 
kind of approach. I would be very excited about a contemporary design that gestures towards the traditional with 
some traditional forms, like gabled roofs.

20 Looks like a school.

21 These are super boring and ugly. Sorry.
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22 This sounds like a very practical way to achieve a modern school building that still honors the neighborhood 
history and aesthetics.

23 "New building with historic elements" sounds right.

24 I think it is much more difficult for new construction that is faux-historic to feel authentic and look attractive in the 
end. If newly constructed I would rather it be a simple, uncomplicated, contemporary design than a "traditional" 
design.

25 This would tie into nicely with the homes surrounding the campus. It will look odd if the building is too modern with 
the current architecture surrounding it. It needs to feel like it's an extension of the neighborhood. The neighbors have 
been so welcoming of the school & it would be a shame if it seemed separate from all of it.

26 Nice mix of traditional but with the new that students/staff can access but not see.

27 Its tricky to make new look old/traditional and not like a theme park building. Older-style brick with limestone/precast 
concrete accents could be pleasing as long as there is enough punch at the windows and doorways, include more 
depth in the elevation/building form than most new buildings.

28 I love that it looks like a school! And it is more cost effective.

29 Cost neutral! What a genius approach. Maybe don't spend money you don't have?

30 If this building were in the middle of a campus, then a traditional design might be good. However, this building has a 
chance to shine as a new future in the neighborhood. It can still reflect the adjacent language of the neighborhood, 
but doesn’t have to be boring

31 Traditional scale may be ok, but would not want the new school to be a specific historic style per se. The use of 
brick may be enough of a nod to tradition, while the school design could be more  about the present.

32 A traditional style would be a good fit for the neighborhood and honor the historical elements of the building, without 
spending a lot of funds to actually keep structural or historical elements from the original building.

33 This is a 'safe' choice, but not exciting architecturally.

34 Could fit well in neighborhood. Kind of boring:)

35 Edison School is Surrounded by Traditional style homes.

36 On with the new and 21st century

37 cost-effective

38 This would fit into the neighborhood

39 Third best option in my opinion.

40 Not if the bricks are decorative and other features have to been reinforced for seismic reasons and that causes added 
expense. The school should look good but be functional for the kids, community and staff.

41 This is just so “blah.”

42 Aesthetically just isn't pleasing

43 Probably the best fit for the neighborhood.

44 Keeps in character with the neighborhood yet provides a modern functional school for the future
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Q10 What is your opinion of a Northwest Style approach?
Answered: 140 Skipped: 22
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Q11 Comments on a Northwest Style approach
Answered: 52 Skipped: 110

# RESPONSES

1 Definitely makes sense! I could be enjoying time in the building with my school-age 
granddaughter...these styles look and feel local!

2 A modern, northwestern regional style could be just right for our school and our neighborhood. And including 
covered areas for the school entrance and play areas—genius!

3 Could be very attractive and a good fit in the neighborhood and region

4 Love NW style but not in this neighborhood! It doesn’t fit.

5 I think this can still be incorporated with a traditional/historic look.

6 Doesn’t fit neighborhood

7 I feel like such a modern style will be notably outdated in a few years.

8 This approach would work on the back/south side, which has never had a beautiful or historic look. Indoor/Outdoor 
connections/transition spaces are huge. I have seen effective use of large glass panel garage style doors on 
schools (Buel, in McMinnville, for one), that allow an amazing indoor-outdoor connection

9 I know the windows bring in the wonderful sun but they are also a concern for the safety of the students and 
teachers.

10 Yes yes yes to a covered play area. I think we can accomplish some features of “NW” style and still make it feel 
like it fits the historic character.

11 yes

12 If people insist on destroying their historic architecture, then they should at least replace it with a structure that 
fits the facts related to weather and contemporary regional culture.

13 This is a dramatically different style than the surrounding community. SUN has been granted state historic status in 
the past - and these wouldn't fit in

14 This would be my preference of all the options.

15 these styles are beautiful and provide shelter from rain in outdoor space, but are all pretty modern and may not "fit" 
with the more traditional style of the neighborhood

16 Only worry is that it wouldn't fit in neighborhood feel...but I really like it!

17 Pretty, but doesn’t fit neighborhood

18 Outdoor space and time is critical for kids. I love this.

19 We're in the Northwest. Let's go with our style!

20 I don't mind this look and think it will fit nicely into the neighborhood. I realize many of my neighbors 
disagree.

21 I’d be very sad to not see any historical artifact used inside but also see the cost effectiveness environmental 
awareness this approach provides.

22 Same...Priorities need to be with students and teachers. What will create an environment where both can thrive!

23 I like this a lot. It would still look great in the neighborhood and could incorporate some historic interior 
elements. I like marrying form and function and designing for place.

24 Too commercial looking. Lacks heart.
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25 Appropriate to climate. To combine with a sense of the importance of warmth/wood in the interiors (examples were 
all about projecting roof lines) would connect to the historic character of Edison. Covered entries can make for very 
dark spaces, especially on north sides of building. Covered space to south/sun makes sense, but north should be 
about enlivening sidewalk/streetscape with interior activities and “showing school.”

26 This could be nice, if handled well.

27 As temperatures rise, we will need to consider energy efficiency and cooling with the use of whole walls of 
windows.

28 No matter what style, these should be implemented: • Shelter from rain (AND SUN!) • Connection to outdoors • 
Incorporate wood and color

29 I love the Northwest Style's use of green space and natural lighting, though marrying it to some historic design 
elements (design approach #3) would be ideal.

30 This approach should strongly consider the reality of the future northwest climate. A style that can respond to 
extremes in heat, cold, rain, ice, snow, and air quality.

31 Love the idea of a shelter! We need a shelter from rain so kids can go outside, explore, & play. I also love the 
idea of the outdoors being brought inside. As long as it feels like it's part of the neighborhood, its a win win.

32 Fitting with the university neighborhood

33 I like this style more than traditional style re-creations. It isn't prolific in the close by neighborhood, though.

34 I like that it ties into the outdoors

35 Yes we live in the north west, and a north west style is driven by the need for shelter from the rain and connection to 
daylight. It’s a design that is practical for the environment. Exci yes we live in the north west, and a north west style 
is driven by the need for shelter from the rain and connection to daylight. It’s a design that is practical for the 
environment. And, promotes stewardship of resources

36 I generally like the sheds, and wood character of the Northwest.

37 Yes!!!!

38 I like this style equally with the more historic modern style. I bet such a design could fit right in with the 
neighborhood and be a school the community would be proud to have.

39 Modern, natural materials, a sense of time and place.

40 Beautiful. By far my favorite look if it could be in a way to look “right” In the neighborhood.

41 Love the idea of NW style with some historic preservation elements.

42 Should be earthquake proof

43 It will look modern and match Roosevelt providing continuity and setting architectural direction for future 4J 
projects.

44 This is a nice style, but I think it looks to modern to fit in the neighborhood.

45 protection from rain important so kids can play outdoors on those days too

46 Not for this neighborhood

47 This seems contrived to me.

48 It needs covering for useable outside spaces when it rains. The connection between outdoors and indoor is a 
must. Nature is the best classroom.

49 The only positive feature would be the shelter from the rain which would also provide shelter from the sun.

50 Having flexible space both indoor and out would be fantastic. Aesthetically beautiful and in keeping with 
the area

51 I love the over-hang/ covered outdoor area. Super important for rainy day recess.

52 Love this!
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Q12 What is your opinion of a Contemporary Style approach?
Answered: 140 Skipped: 22
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Q13 Comments on a Contemporary Style approach
Answered: 43 Skipped: 119

# RESPONSES

1 Prefer Northwest style to strictly contemporary because of the colder feel of these buildings..

2 I don't think any of these examples would be a perfect fit for the Edison site, but a contemporary school design, 
maybe with northwestern regional elements, could be beautiful and long-lasting and a superb addition to our 
neighborhood.

3 This would be my preference, but building a modern-looking school facility for our modern age may be unpopular 
with some of the neighborhood

4 This will not fit in within the South University Historical District. It will be disruptive. Most
'contemporary style' architecture in Eugene lately incorporates cheap panel designs that don't age well. Bad idea.

5 I love this look personally but feel that a more traditional look would be better for the location. I would love to see 
a bit of a mix...traditional front and sides and more modern back facing the playground/open space.

6 Doesn’t fit neighborhood

7 Too easily dated in the future.

8 Too many low windows!!

9 No thanks. We can make it green without making it look like such a modern building in style.

10 Helena MT has a recently built ( or is finishing) elem school.

11 In many, many ways — Edison best represents the historic character of this neighborhood. The contemporary style 
approach is not only dissonant, it would be like dropping an architecture bomb on the area — with the sole purpose of 
robbing the neighborhood of its soul.

12 sore thumb

13 would really stand out like a sore thumb since the school is nestled so closely in the neighborhood. With such a small 
lot, the school almost feels like another house so this type of design would be very out of place.

14 It does not fit in the neighborhood. The new space aged atrocity that is going to be Hayward Field is enough modern 
for the neighborhood. Too many shiny metal new buildings in Eugene already.

15 Love it.

16 For the same reasons mentioned previously.

17 Priorities need to be with students and teachers. What will create an environment where both can thrive and feel 
safe.

18 Doesn’t suit the neighborhood

19 Will look out of place in neighborhood.

20 Very concerned about this style on such a small site. Will be too close and just look cheap. Brick and stone, yes. 
Metal panel, mostly no. Definitely not at ground level.

21 I think a contemporary design could work quite well if executed well. The examples images above are somewhat 
limited, as are the categories and descriptions of "Northwest Style" and Contemporary Style". A well designed new 
school could be a very contemporary building yet use forms and materials that gesture to tradition and work well 
within the neighborhood.

22 Not sure why you're even asking about this one. You KNOW people would never go for this option! This is not 
Coburg Road or a new development in north Eugene!
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23 I find the Contemporary Style to be the least attractive style these days, lacking the warmth I would prefer to see in an 
elementary school. I also think it would be a poor fit for the historic feel of the Edison neighborhood.

24 Future oriented - yes. But not from a design style. My concern is that this becomes a McSchool. They all start to look 
and feel artificial. The best thing about the current building is that it truly has a soul.

25 I like the look in general, but worry that it will not compliment the context of the neighborhood.

26 My least favorite. I'm personally a fan of this type of architecture, but this doesn't say Edison at all. With the Northwest 
option prior, it at leasts has the contemporary feel with history intertwined.

27 Doesn't really fit that area

28 This isn't right for this site so tightly placed into the neighborhood of older single-family homes. The site being so 
small affects my view on this style for this location.

29 I like that it is generally cost neutral

30 Contemporary always makes me think of shipping containers, and I don’t think I’d like to learn in a shipping container, 
but maybe the kids do?

31 Sure, modern is cool, and can also fit nicely into a neighborhood!

32 I think the Roosevelt building blends in with the terrain and looks classic and modern. A similar building would be 
great for Edison.

33 More 'safe' designs, but in a modern sense.

34 Beautiful and well lit but do not see a way to make something like this look like it belongs in this neighborhood

35 Doesn't fit the neighborhood.

36 5b is blah...not future-oriented...just a box. I suggest lots of light...windows...a heat-rising system...solar 
energy

37 These do not feel as warm and inviting for kids.

38 Not for this neighborhood

39 Contemporary is reflective of fad concepts. It reflects some idealization of current feelings and guesses at 
futuristic elements. They are most often quickly dated and stodgy.

40 Built well. new materials that can withstand hard use and wet conditions. Emphasis should be on useable space for 
the specific enhancement of the education of children (look at Hamlin).

41 Nope. Sorry.

42 Aesthetically not as nice as Northwest, but better than traditional

43 I don’t think this fits as well with the neighborhood.
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Q14 Please consider the potential approaches to the design of this new
neighborhood school and place them in order from most preferred (1 /

top) to least preferred (5 / bottom).
Answered: 132 Skipped: 30
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Q15 Do you have any other comments about the new Edison Elementary
School building?

Answered: 51 Skipped: 111

# RESPONSES

1 I hope some possible community-use aspects would be retained? I took some Zumba classes there far more 
recently than when my daughter attended years ago.

2 Great space to learn. Great space to play. Great space to eat. Great school programs in that space. That's what's most 
important. Please build the very best Edison you can for our kids to learn in, and don't waste time and money on trying 
to preserve the old building. We have loved the look of it walking up to school every day, but the time has come to let it 
go and build a new, safe, modern school in its place.

3 What's inside the building, how it's designed to be the best possible learning space for our kids, is much more 
important than what the outside looks like.

4 I love that my school might look better but why are you focusing in architecture and not on student learning? Spend 
your time and energy on making sure the school works for all kids to learn, grow. We need to be comfortable, 
supported, nurtured, safe to be able to learn. Air and heat, clean water, small classrooms, extra pullout room, sound 
proofing, security, different kinds of furniture and seating and standing desks, project space, community space, 
reading nooks, library, gym, great playground, CLEAN BATHROOMS, should support all kids with different needs. 
Quiet spaces, loud spaces, and lots of books!

5 Why so much focus on aesthetic n looks and architectural style of the building?! Totally wrong headed!!! Focus on 
design for student centered active learning, inclusive design to support ADHD, gifted, small group pull out, inclusive 
teaching, safety, security, autistic, TAG, twice exceptional, neurodiverse and neurotypical learning!

6 Preserving the exterior of the original U structure while modernizing the interior and rebuilding the west wing would be 
fantastic. An open indoor-outdoor connection on the south side would be fabulous. A true outdoor classroom (multiple 
activity areas) would improve learning outcomes, social skills and behavior (See natureexplore.org or contact me at 
kh@kirstenhaugen.org)

7 Please build something that is safe and a good learning environment for children, matches our neighborhood and 
works in that small space and can serve our community for a long time.

8 A combination of traditional style and preservation would work well.

9 I would hope that the security standards would be the same for all building styles. Security is extremely 
important these days.

10 Please put great windows into the design, including for the lower level. Windows in the hallways would be nice, too.

11 Spend money on what is best for the kids not for appearances.

12 Thanks for the community input opportunity. This was a much better survey than the last one!Much appreciated.

13 What is happening about parking for staff?

14 Thank you for conducting this survey.

15 coordinating with the historic homes in the neighborhood is worth some effort - although I realize there would be 
some additional costs

16 As a parent who’s utilizes the after school Treetop program I am hoping a space for this program will be considered. 
My son attends this program 5 days a week and it would be nice if Treetop had dedicated space that is functional.

17 Thank you for considering neighbor and family input!

18 Make the outdoor space super nice, with shelters too for outdoor play underneath
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19 Why are we only being surveyed about the exterior? Surely the inside matters, since that’s where the kids will 
actually spend their time

20 Room for group work outside the class room

21 I'm not sure I know the difference between contemporary and Northwest. They seem pretty similar to me.

22 No

23 Please consider first how to create an environment where teacher and students can feel safe and thrive. We need to 
be asking teachers what they need to do their job well... not be putting our resources into what the community views 
as being aesthically pleasing. Make this about students and teachers!

24 I like the idea of the northwest style with some historic interior elements incorporated. I don’t think it is worth the cost 
to preserve the exterior.

25 none.

26 It’s difficult to preference a “style” rather than qualities, and I don’t think this survey will generate buy-in to one design 
direction over another. It’s more important to discuss the goals of the project and compare the quality of outcomes. 
I’d encourage the 4J team to work closely with the team to understand the community’s values and concerns about 
Edison—it’s *not* just about the building. It’s about how that structure helps shape the type of community we want to 
work together to support and see all our children thriving within. This process could do a lot more to engage the 
school community but I worry it’s instead going to high-center on whether to mothball the existing entry or not. Please 
help support a process that accomplishes more than a building!

27 Please don't make it look like another generic cheap looking building that have been popping up in Eugene. Please 
spend more time, study the history of the neighborhood, hire local people that have emotion connections to the 
neighborhood, not a company out of state that know NOTHING about South Eugene. There are lots of knowledgeable 
people that are either current or past Edison parents. There is a bunch of architects even! Can you pull those people in 
on the design?Please do it right the first time. Don't rush. Don't cut corners! Kids deserve it! They also deserve the 
most greenery they can have. Trees, and not just newly planted sticks. Please keep the old growth. It's priceless. Work 
around the trees, incorporate them, don't bulldozer them. And last, with the changing climate, make sure, kids can 
shelter from the sun and still be active. Take a look at other regions that have hot climate and how they do their 
outdoor spaces. Lots of trees, canopy or man-made shelters. You have no easy task ahead of you, please don't rush 
the process, don't mess it up! Hire professionals! Don't go for the cheapest bids. PLEASE! Best of luck and one last 
thought, COMMUNICATE! Communicate with parents, neighbors and don't forget 4J staff! Peace :-)

28 no

29 I think any design for an elementary school should prioritize making the space feel warm and inviting for its youngest 
occupants. Also, please prioritize connecting students with natural light and green space, especially for the Edison 
design, since the building is on such a small lot and open space is limited.

30 Is there a way to estimate the carbon footprint of not only the build but its practical use in the next, say, 20 years? Can 
the build account for the necessary evolution of the building over the decades?

31 If partial preservation is extremely cost prohibitive, a climate-responsive northwest style project that showcases green 
design would be equally valuable.

32 I would love to see the elements of our Marine Science program integrated in the design from our scope & sequence 
of study from K-5th grade from ponds, seashore, sandy beach, wetlands & tide pools, kelp forests, to open oceans.

33 Good Luck! Building a new school is no easy feat! Been there done that!

34 The original School lasted a long time, allow the new design to have that strength and not be hampered by 
encumbrances that place the new design in a difficult box that’s dictated by the  existing conditions

35 Really looking forward to what you all come up with!

36 My whole family went to Edison. My parents in the 50s on down. If it's getting a revamp it should reflect the times 
and look and feel new while not disrupting the neighborhood.
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37 A contemporary style does not match the neighborhood at all and will leave the school feeling dated according to 
when it was built (like RMS). A PNW feel or traditional feel would match the neighborhood much better.

38 Seismic safety and building for the future are important elements in my view. I think a more modern, northwest 
style could be designed in a way to meet future needs while also blending in with the neighborhood. I trust the 
designers to choose a desirable plan that will be usable and attractive for many years to come.

39 Grateful that we will soon have a safe and updated building.

40 Do t let the university area neighbors and parents of Edison control the process without getting input from teachers on 
how a building needs to function and not just look. encourage an open mind on design.

41 Can the children have a say in this too?

42 A repair and fix of the current structure would be best. History is important and preserving it is important.

43 No

44 Keep big windows in the design please!

45 Natural light in classrooms would be good (windows). Green spaces, including option to have a school community 
garden. Water fountains that facilitate filling water bottles. Covered outdoor areas (rain protection).

46 I work as an occupational therapist. We have been installing movement activity with temporary materials on the 
floors. Would it be possible to incorporate one into the floor design? Contact kline_k@4j.lane.edu and I can send 
a link from one done in another district

47 I believe that there is an overemphasis on complete rebuilds and that there should be more effort made to preserve 
classic buildings. There is a cost to this total renovation but it is worth it in the long run. Overall I would really like to 
see the District maintain strong cost controls, be open and transparent about actual costs and publish a real capital 
budget for each new facility.

48 Hopefully, you've learned things from other school building projects...this should be about the function of the 
building as a school now and in 50 years...not that it has the exact same facade in the front. If that's important for 
that specific group of alumni and parents then, have a GoFundMe page and raise money for the bricks.

49 Like I mentioned before: - provide shelter from the sun for outdoor learning - provide sheltered perimeter of the school 
so kids can run a lap if they need to or wait for school to open protected from the elements. - keep the old growth 
trees at all cost!!! - provide ample light. - air conditioning or passive air conditioning would be helpful as the climate 
continues to change becoming warmer and hotter every year. Thank you for taking input from us parents. Edison has 
been a special place for our family!

50 We would really, really love some covered outdoor areas

51 Important features (from teacher perspective): Large classroom sizes that allow for sitting area on carpet without 
having to move desks. Space in hallways for small-group instruction. Shared
“teacher offices” between classrooms. Lots of storage/ closet space. Filtered water stations. Covered outside area 
for rainy day recess. Outside work-space/ picnic tables
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Q16 If you would you like to subscribe to receive occasional bond-related
updates, please provide your email address.

Answered: 19 Skipped: 143
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